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As the winter season ushers in a new year, one of particular importance to Americans
with the coming inauguration of a new president, we are collectively reminded of the
critical role that those who defend the homeland play in our daily lives. With threats
abounding to the nation’s borders, both land and sea, coordinated vigilance from all
echelons of emergency first response in protecting national, state, and local interests is
more than ever the focal effort of those leading the apparatus of command and control.
We who call the United States of America home owe these defenders of freedom nothing
less than our full support as we welcome in 2017.
In the Winter 2016/17 issue of Security & Border Protection/CST & CBNRE, we present
readers with a look at the state of the nation’s National Guard, offering insight from the
Chief himself, Gen. Joe Lengyel on factors key to keeping the world’s premier national
protection force ready for current and coming challenges. From keeping the country’s
infrastructure secure to ensuring its coastlines remain so, the men and women of the
U.S. Coast Guard are on the frontlines of this tasking. We spoke with VADM Charles Ray
regarding his team’s work to bolster force readiness in areas such as narcotics interdiction
and energy usage for mission assurance. Of particular note, the Coast Guard and its
interagency partners removed more than 416,600 pounds of cocaine worth over $5.6 billion
in Fiscal Year 2016, which ran from Oct. 1, 2015, to Sept. 30, 2016. The Service’s previous
record was 367,700 pounds of cocaine removed in Fiscal Year 2008. In this issue’s Hill
Perspective, readers get insights directly from Capitol Hill as we were fortunate enough
to speak with Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA) Homeland Security & Government Affairs, on her
efforts to channel even greater attention to the fact that those defending the homeland do
so against threats both internal and external.
This issue’s Civil Support Team spotlight highlights the work of the 34th WMD-CST
Virginia National Guard out of Ft. Pickett, VA. From training preparation in domestic
chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or high-yield explosive incident response, and
associated tasks including team deployment, establishing communications and medical
support, conducting survey, technical decontamination and analytical functions, as well
as interagency coordination, these men and women work hard to know their stuff. From a
new capabilities standpoint, stellar cooperation between the U.S. Army and Army National
Guard has brought about a streamlining of network communications by way of a Direct
Incident Response Emergency Communications Terminal (DIRECT) capability leveraging
the Army’s proven Warfighter Information Network- Tactical (WIN-T) to coordinate
seamlessly with commercially-provided networks.
As always, thanks for your interest and readership. Oh, and Happy New Year!
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OPERATIONS UPDATE USCG FLEET OPS

STEWARDING NATIONAL SECURITY FROM A COASTAL PERSPECTIVE

Rescue Line
Coast Guard Petty Officer 3rd Class John
Gerbrands, left, guides a rescue heaving
line aboard the 45-foot response boat to
a 25-foot response boat during crewman
qualification training in Valdez Harbor on
Prince William Sound, Alaska.

Vice Admiral Ray has served at six Coast Guard
Vice Admiral Charles W. Ray assumed the duties of
Air Stations from Alaska to the Caribbean. He was
the Coast Guard Deputy Commandant for Operations
designated an Aeronautical Engineer in 1988 and has
in August 2016. In this capacity, he is responsible for
served as Aeronautical Engineering Officer at three
the development of operational strategy, policy, guidstations and at the Aviation Logistics Center as the
ance, and resources that address national priorities.
Program Manager for the development of the Coast
This oversight of Coast Guard missions, programs, and
Guard’s Aviation Logistics Management System.
services includes: intelligence; international affairs;
He commanded Coast Guard Air Station Borinquen,
cyber; the maritime transportation system; commercial
Puerto Rico from 2002 through 2005. During the
regulations and inspections; search and rescue; maricourse of his career he accumulated over 5,000 hours
time security; law enforcement; defense operations;
of helicopter flight time.
environmental response; contingency planning; and the
VADM Charles W. Ray
Vice Admiral Ray’s staff assignments include a
operational capabilities of cutter, boat, aviation, shore,
tour as Chief of the Office of Performance Manageand deployable specialized forces.
ment at Coast Guard Headquarters followed by a tour
Vice Admiral Ray’s previous Flag Assignment was
as the Chief of Staff of the Fourteenth Coast Guard District. Vice
as the Pacific Area Commander. Prior to that he held Flag Assignments
Admiral Ray earned a Master of Science Degree in Industrial Adminas the Deputy Pacific Area Commander, the Fourteenth Coast Guard
istration from Purdue University and a Master of Science Degree in
District Commander, service with U.S. Forces Iraq as Director of the
National Resource Strategy from the Industrial College of the Armed
Iraq Training and Advisory Mission for the Ministry of Interior, and as
Forces in Washington, D.C.
the Military Advisor to the Secretary of the Department of Homeland
Vice Admiral Ray’s personal awards include the Coast Guard
Security.
Distinguished Service Medal, five Legion of Merit Medals, one Bronze
Vice Admiral Ray is from Newport, Arkansas, and is a 1981 graduStar Medal, two Meritorious Service Medals, one Coast Guard Air
ate of the Coast Guard Academy. After an assignment as a deck watch
Medal, three Coast Guard Commendation Medals, and the Coast
officer aboard Coast Guard Cutter ACUSHNET (WMEC-167), he was
Guard Achievement Medal.
selected for Naval Flight Training and earned his wings in 1984.
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S&BP: Please speak to your role/mission as Deputy Commandant,
United States Coast Guard.
VADM Ray: The Homeland Security Act of 2002 established 11
statutory missions, organized under six programs at Coast Guard
Headquarters. Coast Guard (CG) operations are managed through
a “Prevention/Response” platform that prevents, protects against,
responds to, and recovers from maritime incidents. In my capacity
as Deputy Commandant for Operations (DCO), I develop and oversee
the strategic-level operations policy, planning, and development of
resources so the Service remains “Always Ready” to ensure the safety,
security and stewardship of our Nation’s maritime domain.
This oversight of CG missions, programs, and services includes:
intelligence; international affairs; cyber; the maritime transportation
system; commercial regulations and inspections; Search and Rescue;
Maritime Security; Law Enforcement; Defense Operations; Environmental Response; and Contingency Planning. Our operational capabilities consist of Coast Guard cutters, boats, aviation assets, shore
forces, Deployable Specialized Forces and global communications.
The CG stands watch over more than 95,000 miles of shoreline and
inland waterways, including the world’s largest Exclusive Economic
Zone (EEZ), encompassing 3.4 million square nautical miles of ocean,
and saves approximately 5,000 lives each year. My job is to ensure our
Service is postured to enable and protect the Maritime Transportation
System (MTS) by reducing maritime risk and responding to disasters
in the homeland through use of our unique authorities as both a
military service and a law enforcement agency, and our ability to take
immediate action as a first responder. To accomplish our multifaceted
missions, we work very closely with, and rely on, our partners in the
private sector as well as Federal, State, Local and tribal governments.
S&BP: From a current challenges perspective, please speak to some
key areas of focus for the USCG heading into 2017.
VADM Ray: From my perspective as DCO in 2017, I want to focus on
improving those areas that help buy down risk to our personnel, the
maritime transportation system and the American public. Those key
areas include: recapitalizing our aging fleet and infrastructure; building
and investing in a proficient workforce; securing and defending the
maritime borders; and protecting sovereign interests and managing
increased activity in the Polar regions.
The biggest factor in the continued success of the CG remains
our dedicated and talented workforce. Today’s acquisition efforts and
workforce initiatives will outfit our people with the tools necessary to
shape our capabilities and operational effectiveness for decades to
come, such as the acquisition of the Offshore Patrol Cutter that will
replace 40-50 year old cutters, improving our capabilities and increasing safety for our personnel.
In order to respond to increased mission demand and major incident response operations, the CG needs an appropriately sized and
trained workforce, balancing multi-mission versatility with specialized
proficiency to meet steady-state demands while maintaining surge
capacity for major contingencies. With a properly outfitted and trained
workforce, and through increased cooperation with domestic and
international partners, the CG will remain in position to secure and
defend the maritime borders against all threats and all hazards. Guiding documents, such as the CG’s Western Hemisphere Strategy, Cyber
Strategy and Arctic Strategy, as well as initiatives like the Cooperative
Strategy for 21st Century Seapower and Security Sector Assistance
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Strategy, help unify efforts across governments and demonstrate the
importance of our extensive partnerships in helping building and maintaining a safe, secure and resilient MTS.
We also recognize that growing activity in the increasingly ice-free
Polar regions has created demands across the spectrum of our missions. Preserving U.S. sovereign interests requires assured access to
the Polar regions and drives the recapilization of our heavy icebreakers. In addition, rising sea level, diminishing ice and an increase in
severe weather poses a threat to coastal communities, requiring longterm planning for our infrastructure in those areas. In 2015, we helped
establish the Arctic CG Forum, consisting of service representatives
from the eight Arctic nations. Through that body, the CG is leading
planning efforts to improve governance and mitigate the impacts of
increased activity in the Polar regions.
S&BP: From an energy perspective, how are USCG assets facilitating
efforts with other DoD agencies to maximize mission through primary/
alternative energy options.
VADM Ray: We are in the process of formalizing new and updating
existing inter-agency agreements to provide boat and aviation fuel to
our vast network of operational and geographic partners, including
other DHS components, DOD and other Federal agencies. The transfer
of fuel to and from CG assets and operational locations is tracked by
our Office of Energy Management and will aid all of our partners in
achieving their core missions and allow for more cost effective and
economical operations on both sides of the partnership.
We have been partnering with the Defense Logistics Agency for
years to procure over 90% of our annual fuel needs. We fully intend to
acquire alternatives as they become available and have been participating in the robust technical evaluation of alternative fuels with the
U.S. Navy and others over the last decade. Additionally, the CG has a
large existing inventory of gasoline powered outboard engine boats,
and we are spearheading the effort to evaluate replacement with diesel outboard engines at our Research and Development Center. This
replacement could eliminate quality and storage stability concerns
associated with today’s gasoline, and provide an expanded operational
interface between our larger diesel fueled surface assets and our boats
while underway. In addition to enabling the consumption of 2nd generation alternative diesel fuels certified for the marine environment, the
benefits of transitioning to diesel from gasoline include a reduction
of overall fuel consumption and thus fuel costs, a reduction in explosion hazards during maintenance, increased safety to personnel, and
streamlined logistics and provisioning processes. Our FY17 diesel
outboard operational testing will expand to include multiple providers
of diesel outboard motors; that research is being actively shared with
Naval Sea Systems Command, Combatant Craft Division, and other
boat fleet owners.
We have also leveraged energy performance contracts to install
renewable energy on CG owned land and will continue to do so as
energy efficiency projects are identified and developed.
S&BP: What additional considerations must the Coast Guard take
into account from an energy and environmental standpoint specific to
operating in the Arctic Region?
VADM Ray: There has been recent emphasis on the U.S. role as an
Arctic nation with broad and fundamental interests in the region. The
Coast Guard plays a key role, ensuring we meet our national security
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Hoist Training
A Coast Guardsman tends the line of a hoist basket lowered by the aircrew of an MH-60
Jayhawk helicopter onboard the response boat-medium during rescue hoist training in Port
Valdez, Alaska. The helicopter crew is assigned to Coast Guard Forward Operating Location
Cordova. (Coast Guard photo by Petty Officer 1st Class Bill Colclough)

needs, protect the environment and people, account for indigenous
communities, responsibly manage resources, support scientific
research, and strengthen international cooperation on a wide range
of issues.
The diminishing sea ice has increased access to Arctic sea
routes and to the extensive Arctic continental shelves, some of
the largest unexplored prospective areas for petroleum and other
undersea resources on earth. Increased maritime activity in the
Arctic sea routes in or adjacent to U.S. waters, including commercial shipping (passenger and cargo), energy exploration and
exploitation, and recreational activities, will increase the risk of
major environmental incidents. These can lead to potentially serious consequences for indigenous communities and ecosystems.
Additionally, the remote and harsh nature of the Arctic, the lack of
infrastructure (including ports, navigational aids, reliable hydrographic data, and communications), and the lack of consistent
domain awareness systems creates a challenging situation for
incident management.
The Coast Guard and Navy are fully committed to supporting
national interests and enhancing safety and security in this changing
Arctic. Our strategies are supportive of the National Strategy for the
Arctic Region (NSAR), which includes the desire for an Arctic region
where economic and energy resources are developed in a sustainable
manner. A shared priority to maintain and employ firmly established
relationships with all stakeholders, including indigenous populations,
and to continue their inclusion as a respected entity in decisions that
affect the well-being of local communities, will ensure long-term success across a full spectrum of regional priorities.
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S&BP: Any other mission energy goals that USCG is addressing going
forward in 2017?
VADM Ray: Since we have already addressed routine Energy
Conservation Measures (ECM) at a majority of our facilities, we
must now look at more holistic retrofits, such as the leveraging of
alternatively-financed contracts to execute base-wide projects. New
projects will approach systems and sites previously considered
infeasible, and will look to target large-scale renewable projects at key
locations. We have implemented projects on sites that consume more
than 55% of the total CG facility energy and have started to reexamine
previous sites. For example, we are developing a new project at the CG
Academy in New London, CT, that revisits the previously too expensive
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) and fuel conversion.
Master planning is key to the development and sustainment of
alternatively financed projects, enabling the CG to adjust renewable
power and correctly prioritize and locate resiliency improvements.
When developing energy projects, we always look to leverage the
planned civil engineering program to find synergies, such as adding
photovoltaic solar to new roofs or allowing for the expansion of energy
systems in the construction of new facilities. We are also pursuing the
basic tenants of the National Net-Zero Initiative, using micro-grid and
resiliency studies to better inform the installation and integration of
additional renewable energy. By expanding renewable energy deployment, we hope to make increased progress toward Net-Zero facilities.
NOTE: National Net-Zero Initiative comes from Executive Order 13693:
Planning for Federal Sustainability in the Next Decade
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INTERDICTING AT A NEW LEVEL
The U.S. Coast Guard marked the end of a record year in counterdrug operations as the crew of Cutter
Waesche from Alameda, California, offloaded more than 39,000 pounds of cocaine in San Diego last October.
By Josh Cohen, NP&FP Correspondent

U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Waesche offloaded more than 39,000 pounds of seized cocaine worth over $531 million in San Diego, CA last October. In 2016, more than 416,600 pounds of cocaine, valued
at over $5.6 billion, was captured in the execution of drug interdiction missions. (U.S. Coast Guard photo by Petty Officer 1st Class Sondra-Kay Kneen)

The Coast Guard and its interagency partners removed more than
416,600 pounds of cocaine worth over $5.6 billion in Fiscal Year
2016, which ran from Oct. 1, 2015, to Sept. 30, 2016. The service’s
previous record was 367,700 pounds of cocaine removed in Fiscal
Year 2008.
“This impressive record not only reflects the extraordinary
accomplishments of the men and women of the U.S. Coast Guard but
the continued threat our nation faces from transnational criminal
organizations determined to move drugs into our country by any
means necessary,” said Homeland Security Secretary Jeh C. Johnson.
Coast Guardsmen also apprehended 585 suspected drug
smugglers in Fiscal Year 2016, which is also a new record for the
service, up from 503 suspected drug smugglers in Fiscal Year
2015. Of those apprehended, 465 were transferred to the U.S. for
prosecution, another service record.
“These prosecutions erode and undermine the supply channels
critical to the operations of drug kingpins who prey on our citizens
with highly addictive drugs and spread violence throughout our
hemisphere,” said Vice Adm. Fred Midgette, Commander, Coast
Guard Pacific Area. “From 2002 to 2011, information obtained from
suspects apprehended by the Coast Guard contributed to the arrest
and extradition of more than 75 percent of drug kingpins.”
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The crew of the Coast Guard Cutter Waesche offloaded more than
39,000 pounds of cocaine worth over $531 million, which came from
some of the Coast Guard’s final interdictions in Fiscal Year 2016. In all,
the crew turned over narcotics from 25 separate busts that occurred in
the Pacific Ocean off the coasts of Central and South America.
The Coast Guard surged assets, including cutters and personnel,
to known drug transit zones in 2014 as part of its Western Hemisphere
Strategy. This surge is aimed, in part, at combating the threat of
transnational organized crime networks responsible for increased
violence and instability in the Western Hemisphere. The gangs, cartels
and other illegal organizations throughout the Western Hemisphere
that make up these transnational organized crime networks have reach
and influence throughout South, Central and North America.
The Coast Guard conducts counter narcotics operations that are
part of a U.S. government effort to dismantle transnational organized
crime networks. These efforts include Joint Interagency Task Force
South, which is a national task force that executes detection and
monitoring of illicit trafficking across all domains; Eleventh and
Seventh Coast Guard Districts in Alameda and Miami, respectively,
which coordinate the interdiction and seizure of the narcotics and
suspects; and numerous U.S. Attorneys’ Offices that coordinate the
investigation and prosecution of drug smuggling cases.
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INDUSTRY PARTNER W. L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

PINPOINTING PROTECTION READINESS

A privately-held company, W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc. (Gore) is a proven protective fabrics supplier
across a broad range of activities and conditions – from hiking in downpours to fighting fires. Gore’s
Fabrics Division brought comfort to the outdoor industry 40 years ago with the development of
waterproof breathable GORE-TEX® Fabric technology. As the leading innovator of performance
apparel, Gore’s experience and expertise has resulted in such industry breakthroughs as the first
waterproof breathable GORE-TEX® footwear fabric; addressing heat stress in the firefighting industry
with GORE® CROSSTECH® moisture barriers; protecting soldiers with GORE-TEX® Combat Gear and
GORE-TEX® PYRAD® technology; and increasing mission time for CBRN/special ops responders with
GORE® CHEMPAK® fabrics.
By Kevin Hunter, CST & CBRNE Editor

The Rain Room in Gore’s new Biophysics Laboratory simulates a light rainfall to a heavy downpour with winds varying between
a little breeze to speeds of up to 5 meters per second.

As a new business venture begun in 1958 by Bill and Vieve Gore,
W. L. Gore & Associates became the world leader in developing
fluoropolymers, especially polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE). The 1969
discovery of expanded PTFE by Bob Gore paved the way for waterproof,
breathable fabrics and thousands of diverse innovations.

Multi-Tiered Evolution
In the 1980’s, GORE-TEX® footwear liners and GORE-TEX® glove
inserts were added to the outerwear portfolio. Gore’s fiber was used
in space suits designed for astronauts on the Columbia as well as
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The Environmental Chamber of Gore’s new Biophysics
Laboratory simulates a range of environmental conditions
experienced by end users like a firefighter.

NASA’s inaugural space shuttle mission. Gore also launched its
first medical ePTFE patch product, a cardiovascular patch. Others
followed, including patches for hernia reconstruction. Gore received
the Prince Philip Award for Polymers in the Service of Mankind for the
development of its medical products.
In the 1990’s, Gore introduced its first product featuring
electromagnetic interference (EMI) shielding technology. GLIDE® Floss,
one of the company’s most significant non-fabric consumer products
also debuted at that time. Additionally, Gore introduced a membrane
electrode assembly used in fuel cell technology. ELIXIR® Strings — a
coated guitar string that dramatically improves tone life — entered the
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INDUSTRY PARTNER W. L. GORE & ASSOCIATES, INC.

market at that time as well, and the company introduced the first toxindestroying filter system.
By the beginning of the 21st century, Gore was delivering
breakthrough solutions to product and process challenges in a variety
of markets and industries – from aerospace to pharmaceutical to
mobile electronics and more. In the 2000’s, Gore launched minimallyinvasive products to treat congenital heart defects, peripheral artery
disease and aortic aneurysms. Architectural fabric woven from GORE®
Fiber was used in the new retractable roof over Centre Court at
London’s Wimbledon tennis tournament. The company celebrated 50
years of innovation in 2008.
In 2010, GORE-TEX® Active Shell garments were launched,
geared toward high speed, highly aerobic activities that require
enhanced breathability. Gore earned its 10th Dupont Plunkett Award
for fluoropolymer innovation, this time for turbine filters that capture
particles in a submicron range. Gore continued making a splash in
the portable electronics market with a vent that provides new levels
of protection against water immersion. GORE® High Flex Planar
Cables helped enable the landmark discovery of gravitational waves.
In that decade, Gore surpassed 40 million medical devices implanted
worldwide.
Gore was recognized for its development of functional fabrics
that provide full-service protection against weather and electrostatic
discharges. A Fast Company magazine article refers to Gore as, “the
most innovative company in America.”

Advancing Multi-Capability Evaluation
W. L. Gore & Associates recently enhanced its product testing
capabilities with the opening of new Biophysics and Heat and Flame
Protection labs. The new lab facilities allow Gore engineers to
measure the properties of component materials, Gore fabrics and fully
constructed garments, and footwear in new, expanded and relevant
conditions. The Biophysics lab can re-create between 85 and 95
percent of the environments on the earth’s surface, allowing Gore to
evaluate the performance of its products in specific conditions, collect
quantitative data on the protection provided, and assess the resulting
comfort of the wearer. The new Heat and Flame Protection Lab allows
Gore to precisely measure and analyze the ability of its products to
provide the three key elements of burn protection: flame resistance,
thermal insulation, and thermal stability.
“Gore’s new world-class facilities can simulate from the most
common to the most extreme environmental conditions, from a
cold, damp drizzle in Scotland to the scorching heat of a California
wildfire,” says Paul Canatella, technical leader for Gore Fabrics
Division. “By creating real-world conditions in a lab environment, we
can scientifically measure and analyze the impact of a product on
human perception and performance in a controlled environment and
then quickly apply that data to our product research and development
efforts.”

Proactive Capabilities Testing
Gore conducts extensive testing in the new Biophysics lab to
predict the effects of apparel, activity, and environment on the human
body. This state-of-the-art facility has the capabilities to measure
performance, protection, breathability, and comfort for the end user
and can re-create a wide range of environmental conditions, such
as adjusting the temperature from -50° to +50°C, relative humidity
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from 5 – 98%, wind from 0 – 10 m/s, and rain conditions (water
and air temperature 5° – 25°C, rainfall rates between 0 – 76 mm/hr
and wind from 0 – 5 m/s). The data and analytics gathered during
the testing process are a critical component for understanding the
potential impact on the end-user in a variety of relevant environmental
conditions; for instance, exposure to heat and solar radiation, cold,
rain, or high wind. The impact is measured through benchtop testing,
sensored mannequins and human trials in the environmental chamber.
Key components of the Biophysics lab include:
• The Environmental Chamber can simulate extreme
environmental conditions from frigid temperatures on Everest to
the blazing sun and heat of Death Valley to Amazonian rainforest
humidity. Such range of conditions are achieved through
accurate control of temperature (-50° – +50°C), relative humidity
(5 – 98%), wind speed (0 – 10 m/s), and natural solar radiation (0
– 1100 W/m²) that can replicate a complete solar cycle from
sunrise to sunset.
• The Rain Tower can simulate realistic rainfall rates ranging from
a light drizzle in Scotland to a downpour in the U.S. Pacific
Northwest. It can simulate rainfall of up to 3 inches per hour,
water and air temperatures ranging from 5° to 25°C, and wind
speed of up to 5 meters per second. This is critical in testing the
impact of wind-driven rain on various aspects of water
protection and comfort, such as how the garment’s water pickup
affects the user’s perception of warmth and bulk, for example.
Along with comfort, protection from heat and flames are tested
in Gore’s new Heat and Flame Protection lab. To maximize end-users’
functional effectiveness in a wide range of heat and flame exposures,
Gore analyzes thermal insulation and thermal stability in addition to
“self-extinguishing” flame-resistant functionality of materials.
Key capabilities of the Heat and Flame Protection labs include:
• The Cone Calorimeter enables Gore engineers to measure heat
release characteristics of the fabrics used in finished
garments, one of the most important variables to measure
when developing garments that protect against heat and flame
sources. The cone calorimeter also allows for measurement of
smoke generated from a fire event involving these products.
• Stored Thermal Energy Tester evaluates time to burn in low
heat flux scenarios where a firefighter could experience steam
burns from standing outside the fire ground. This allows
complementary insight to the additional reduction in protection
in a flash-over fire scenario when a room or area is suddenly
engulfed in flames from floor to ceiling.
• Pyrolysis Combustion Flow Calorimeter (PCFC) / Microcombustion Calorimeter (MCC) allows Gore to rapidly
characterize heat release and fire-preventing char generation in
the raw materials used to make its products.
“The advanced capabilities of the Heat and Flame Protection lab
allows us to very quickly assess the performance of materials and
rapidly generate and develop understanding and new technologies
that enable us to better protect those that protect and serve all of us,”
said Kip Sturgill, global technical leader for Gore’s protective fabrics
business unit.
More info: GoreProtectiveFabrics.com
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PROVIDING SOUND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
FORCE READINESS
General Joseph L. Lengyel serves as the 28th Chief of the
National Guard Bureau and as a member of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff. In this capacity, he serves as a military adviser to
the President, Secretary of Defense, National Security Council
and is the Department of Defense’s official channel of communication to the Governors and State Adjutants General on
all matter pertaining to the National Guard. He is responsible
for ensuring that the more than 453,000 Army and Air National
Guard personnel are accessible, capable and ready to protect
the homeland and to provide combat ready resources to the
Army and Air Force.
Prior to his current assignment, General Lengyel served as
the Vice Chief, National Guard Bureau.
General Lengyel was commissioned in 1981 through the
Reserve Officer Training Corps program at University of North
Texas. He served in various operational and staff assignments,
primarily as an F-16 Instructor Pilot and Weapons Officer. His
experience in the F-16 includes tours in Air Combat Command,
Pacific Air Forces, United States Air Forces in Europe and
the Texas Air National Guard. He has commanded a fighter
squadron, operations group, air expeditionary group and the Air
National Guard Readiness Center. General Lengyel is a command pilot with more than 3,000 flying hours primarily in the
F-16. Additionally, General Lengyel served as the Senior United
States Defense Official; Chief, Office of Military Cooperation;
and Defense Attaché, Cairo, United States Central Command,
Cairo, Egypt.
S&BP: Please speak to your role, and the overall mission of the
National Guard Bureau.
Gen. Lengyel: As Chief of the National Guard Bureau, and a member
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, my job is to provide my best military advice
to our military and civilian leaders to secure our states and our nation
and to ensure that the 453,000 Army and Air National Guard Soldiers
and Airmen are accessible, capable and ready to perform our three
key mission sets: fighting America’s wars; securing our homeland; and
building enduring partnerships.
These mission sets are inter-connected in that the capabilities and
experience we gain from complex combat operations overseas are the
same capabilities and experience we use here in the homeland. Mission accomplishment in the warfight and the homeland is contingent
on the enduring partnerships that we forge at the local, state, federal,
and international levels.
As the primary combat reserve of the Army and the Air Force, I
look forward to working closely with General (Mark) Milley and General
(David) Goldfein in implementing our Total Force Initiatives. With our
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domestic operations, our strength lies in our ability to bring unity of
effort if we are ever faced with what I call the ‘worst night in America’
scenario. Finally, the National Guard excels at building enduring partnerships with our local, state, federal and global partners. At the end of
the day, it is these partnerships that allow us to assure our allies and
deter our foes overseas, thus strengthening regional security. Here at
home, our partnerships with local, state, and federal agencies allow us
to respond to natural disasters and confront threats at the speed that
is required in this day and age.
S&BP: What has been your focus since taking over as Chief of the
NGB? Where would you like to take the organization?
Gen. Lengyel: Every decision I make, whether it is policy, strategy,
or the budget, focuses on the accomplishment of our three mission
sets – fighting America’s wars, protecting the homeland, and building
enduring partnerships. That is first and foremost on my mind.
In accomplishing our mission sets, one of my broad priorities
will be to maintain the readiness and utilization of the operational
National Guard. Throughout our history, but particularly in the past 15
years, the National Guard has shown just how integral we are to our
nation’s security. And during these fiscally challenging times, it makes
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LEADERSHIP PERSPECTIVE

Gen. Joseph Lengyel (above) addresses attendees at the National Guard Association of the United States conference in
Baltimore, Md. (National Guard photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jim Greenhill)

more sense than ever to have the advantages
that the National Guard provides - a costeffective, scalable, operational force that can
preserve capability (the ability to perform
myriad missions) and capacity (the manpower and equipment to effectively tackle
a problem), that doesn’t force the nation to
choose between the two.
The other broad priority that I will focus
on is taking care of our most important
weapons system – our people. We will strive
to grow and train leaders who are innovators and motivators. We will also create a
culture where ethical behavior goes from the
top down and acts that demoralize units and
degrade readiness such as sexual assault and
discrimination will never be tolerated. We
will also make sure that we are looking after
one another and ensuring that every man and
woman knows that they have someone they
can turn to if needed.
S&BP: Please discuss examples of the NGB
partnering with other government agencies
in helping with WMD emergency preparation
and first response?

The Chief, National Guard Bureau (above) discusses response options from the National Guard Coordination Center after
Hurricane Matthew struck the Carolinas. (National Guard photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jim Greenhill)

Gen. Joseph Lengyel (above) surveys flood damage in Baton Rouge, La. from a Black Hawk.
(National Guard photo by Staff Sgt. Michelle Gonzalez)
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Gen. Lengyel: The National Guard is our
nation’s primary domestic military response
force and securing the homeland is the
number one priority of our nation. What this
means is that the National Guard will be the
first military force looked upon to lead and
coordinate our nation’s military resources
with our federal, state, and local partners
during times of crises. As I mentioned earlier,
unity of effort is embedded in our culture.
Our incredible partnerships include the
one we have with FEMA. Since 2013, we
have had a seat at the table for FEMA’s Emergency Support Function Leadership Group.
That’s the senior-level group who coordinates national-level interagency response
and recovery responsibilities before disaster
strikes. We can’t be exchanging business
cards during a crisis. That’s why long-term,
productive relationships are imperative.
Working with FEMA, we have developed
response plans that address everything from
the Ebola virus, to wildfire fighting, to complex catastrophes. These plans are exercised
and updated to ensure we are ready to
respond. New plans are developed when
the need arises such as the current effort to
prepare for the Zika virus threat.
It’s also important to note the maturation of the Department of Homeland Security
and NORTHCOM since 9/11. We have created
a far more complex and robust homeland
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defense architecture. Today, the National
Guard has 57 Weapons of Mass Destruction
Civil Support Teams, 17 Chemical, Biological,
Radiological, Nuclear Enhanced Response
Force Packages, and 10 regionally aligned
Homeland Response Forces. Each provides
depth and flexibility to our ability to respond.
One of our best methods to foster interagency partner relationships is joint participation in exercises. We utilize annual
NLEs (National-Level Exercises) to improve
interagency communication, coordinate
response efforts, and assess overall capabilities while identifying any gaps. We are
currently in the planning stages for Ardent
Century 2017, a FEMA-led NLE focused on
prevention, response, and recovery from a
WMD in NYC. The coordination efforts that
go into these major exercises will go a long
way in ensuring shared situational awareness between federal, state and local first
responders.
S&BP: Has NGB done any work with industry
in terms of innovative technology for first
responders and law enforcement?

Gen. Joseph Lengyel addresses members of the Vermont Air National Guard’s 158th Fighter Wing in Burlington.
(National Guard photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jim Greenhill)

Gen. Lengyel: Innovation in the National
Guard, and the military as a whole, is critical
to confronting the evolving threats and
challenges we are facing now and will face
in the future. We have to keep up because
the alternative of remaining stagnant would
have devastating effects. This is the reason
the Department of Defense set up such

organizations as the Defense Innovation
Unit Experimental – which tackles some of
our most pressing threats and challenges in
partnership with industry operating at the
forefront of technology.
The National Guard has learned valuable
lessons about the kind of equipment and
skills needed for domestic response. For
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Advancing medical countermeasures
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Gen. Lengyel talks with Israel Police Col. Yitzik Cohen during Exercise Silver Jewel, a simulated terrorist attack, Hadera, Israel,
November 2016. The National Guard has a homeland security cooperation partnership with the Israeli Defense Force’s Home
Front Command. (U.S. Army National Guard photo by Sgt. 1st Class Jim Greenhill)

example, the need to optimize response
times when working with first responders is
critical to saving lives and mitigating suffering. The JIEE (Joint Information Exchange
Environment), WEBEOC (Web-Based Emergency Operations Center), and DRRS (Defense
Readiness Reporting System) are some of the
main tools we use for effective emergency
communication and response coordination.
We’ve seen it work recently after floods overwhelmed Baton Rouge. Our response efforts
have vastly improved over the years and we
will continue to work with agencies and industry to improve even further.
S&BP: What parts of the country have you
seen major improvements in with regard to
the National Guard, and in what areas could
you see room for improvement?
Gen. Lengyel: The National Guard is 54 strong
(50 states, Puerto Rico, Guam, the Virgin
Islands and the District of Columbia) with
facilities in more than 2,600 communities.
Although each state, territory, and the District
of Columbia have its own Air and Army National
Guard, we are still one National Guard! So if a
state or territory lacks a certain resource, such
as Black Hawks or high-water vehicles, their
governor can request it from another state
through state-to-state agreements or EMACs
(the Emergency Management Assistance
Compact). Through our history, culture, and the
unique nature of our dual-use status, we are
accustomed to answering the call to Governors
during a state emergency, and at the same
time, ready to respond when the President
federalizes our forces.
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S&BP: Where do you see emerging threats
in local towns and communities that could
present major challenges?
Gen. Lengyel: The threats we face at home
today are unprecedented in their scope
and variety. Recent terror events and cyber
incidents against our homeland are just
some of the issues impacting our towns
and communities. Another aspect to this is
that technology and the information age has
resulted in a public that expects a faster
response from its military.
Compounding this reality is the daunting
fiscal environment that requires the Defense
Department to balance the need to keep Americans safe against budgetary constraints and
the increasing national debt. What this means is
that as our population continues to grow, we will
have to protect our citizens with a smaller force.
S&BP: Please feel free to add anything else.
Gen. Lengyel: We have challenges and
threats out there that won’t go away. But I
believe our National Guard is better prepared
to respond than ever before. Our motto,
‘Always Ready, Always There,’ is something
we have embraced for 380 years. We will
continue to adapt and change as that is a big
part of our history.
Our nation and our military showed amazing resolve after 9/11. We became stronger as a
nation. The operational National Guard that we
have today is a result of that tragic event. As we
move forward, our National Guard will continue
to evolve to ensure we continue to secure our
nation and help bring security around the globe.
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SETTING A NATIONAL STANDARD
The 34th Weapons of Mass Destruction-Civil Support Team (WMD-CST), Virginia National Guard (VANG),
supports civil authorities in a domestic chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear or high-yield explosive
incident, and the evaluated tasks including team deployment, establishing communications and medical
support, conducting survey, technical decontamination and analytical functions, as well as interagency
coordination. The CST’s primary area of responsibility includes a 300-mile radius from its home station at Fort
Pickett and stretches as far north as Pennsylvania and as far south as South Carolina.
By Kevin Hunter, CST & CBRNE Editor

Soldiers assigned to the Virginia National Guard’s Fort Pickett-based 34th Civil Support Team support the Fort Lee-based 111th Quartermaster Company, 530th Combat Sustainment Support
Battalion by training mortuary affairs Soldiers on the use of chemical detection equipment during the Joint Mortuary Affairs Centers’ Quick Reaction Test field training exercise at Fort Lee, Va.
The event was proctored by the U.S. Army’s Test and Evaluation Command and is designed to develop, evaluate and refine tactics, techniques and procedures used during the operation of
the newly fielded mortuary affairs contaminated remains mitigation site. (U.S. Army National Guard photo by Capt. Andrew J. Czaplicki)

The 34th WMD-CST, VAARNG, was given initial formation orders
in July 2001. Unit validation and proficiency ratings were granted
by January 2002 when the unit was officially activated for service.
Comprising 22 full-time Army and Air National Guard personnel, their
mission is to support civil authorities at a domestic CBRNE incident
site with identification and assessment of hazards, advice to civil
authorities, and facilitating the arrival of follow-on military forces during
emergencies and incidents of weapons of mass destruction terrorism.
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The unit complements and enhances, but does not duplicate, state
CBRNE response capabilities is divided into six sections: command,
operations, communications, administration/logistics, medical/
analytical and survey.
The team is equipped with a variety of the latest military and
commercial CBRN equipment and maintains on-call team members
prepared to deploy an advance team within 90 minutes of notification,
with the rest of the team following within three hours. CST members
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can scientifically identify nearly all chemical, biological and radiological
substances, assess current and projected consequences of those
hazardous substances, advise the incident commander on response
measures and assist with requests for additional support.

Standardized Readiness
All team member skills certifications are completed through
training conducted at the U.S. Army Chemical Corps and CBRN School,
Ft. Leonard Wood, MO. Capabilities within the chemical, biological,
radiological, nuclear, and high-yield explosives (CBRNE) arena as well
as Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) first response preparedness were
originally structured around coordination with local civil entities in fire,
rescue, and law enforcement, as well as on-installation at Ft. Pickett, VA.
As the CST’s competency scope expanded to include broader state and
federal-level cooperation including state police, FBI, DHS, and a wide
variety of government agencies. Initial training evolutions were localized
to specific jurisdictions that the CST was able to address by way of
training on location.
“Today, all training is standardized through classroom course and
field exercise preparation at Ft. Leonard Wood,” said LTC David Wheeler,
34th WMD-CST Commander. “Current certifications for qualification
as a HAZMAT technician for example involve inclusive training in
confined space operations, search and rescue ropes and rigs, and other
techniques previously not taught as part of HAZMAT-level schooling.
This additional level of technical capability enables us to assist units
such as CBRNE Enhanced Response Force Package (CERF-P) during
real-world specialized search and rescue operations. Confined space
training / operations that CST Soldiers receive at present does not certify
CST personnel to conduct search and rescue but does allow them the
capability to augment agencies that do.”

SFC Brown and SSG Webb inspect the UCS while conducting air load training at Joint Base Langley-Eustis.
(Photo by SGT Rane Cooke)

Training Evaluated
The 34th Civil Support Team was evaluated as fully trained on
12 essential collective tasks after conducting a Training Proficiency
Evaluation this past October at Camp Pendleton State Military
Reservation, Virginia Beach, VA. “The Soldiers and Airmen of the 34th
CST have spent countless hours preparing for the evaluation through
home station and external training events, and that hard work paid
off,” said Wheeler. “The Training Proficiency Evaluation is the validation
of the 34th CST as a unit, and it shows that they remain proficient in
conducting the key tasks needed to support first responders.”
The evaluation was supervised by U.S. Army North’s Civil Support
Readiness Group-East in order to validate the unit’s level of readiness.
TPEs occur approximately every 18 months for each of the nation’s 57
CSTs.
Wheeler explained that the scenario for evaluation focused on
the team’s reaction to simulated chemical, biological and radiological
hazards in an urban environment at a notional crime scene located in
the Hampton Roads area.
In the exercise scenario, the 34th CST responded to a request from
the local Virginia Beach Fire and Police departments regarding a fire
alarm that was triggered on Camp Pendleton. The responding security
patrol apprehended two suspects, wanted by the FBI, fleeing the area
in a vehicle. While in route to a detention facility, one of the detained
personnel began to show signs of nausea, chills and then vomited in the
vehicle, indicating the possibility of contact with some type of hazardous
material. A sweep of the building conducted by the VA Beach Fire
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and Police departments identified a
laboratory set up and other items which
indicated the making of some type of
toxin to be released within a public
setting. The team’s initial surveillance
sweep also discovered a radiation
source being emitted from suspects’
vehicle.
The CST conducted multiple
surveys to evaluate the scene and
collected notional hazardous material
samples for analysis. Once the analysis
was complete, they were then able
to provide insights and advice to the
incident commander to help with the
overall response to the situation.

Rad-Nuke Ready
The 34th coordinates much of its
readiness evolutions with elements
from Dugway and Aberdeen Proving
Ground standards training. Through
close cooperation with these two
SSG David Paquette
installations, key focus areas within the
realm of CBRN attack preparedness
that the 34th looks to keep abreast of include response coordination
with both of Virginia’s nuclear power plant facilities. “Each year, we
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left more than 300,000 residents without drinking water. For the
sampling operations, National Guard Soldiers and Airmen paired up with
employees of West Virginia American Water, traveling to a designated
survey point to collect a water sample, and with data captured then sent
the sample for evaluation. CST personnel continue to track the samples
until the evaluation results are returned from the lab.
“The coordinated multi-state response has also validated many of the
training practices and procedures used by the CSTs,” said Lt. Col. Greg
Grant, 35th CST Commander. “Because CSTs are regionally aligned and
often train together, there were already established relationships
that improved the effectiveness of the initial response. Since CSTs
follow standard protocols and procedures, it was easy to integrate
new CST members into the operation without compromising mission
effectiveness.”

Unmanned Implementation
On the ground, the 34th makes use of the Army’s trusted TALON
tracked robotic arm that can be used down range to complete a chemical
or explosive identification using camera and sensing technology to
provide base operations with data critical to any decision involving live
personnel deployment.

Recent and Coming Evolutions
1 October 2016 – 1 December 2016
• Vice President Debate, Farmville, VA
• Training proficiency evaluation preparation, Lynchburg, VA
• Training proficiency evaluation, Camp Pendleton, VA
deploy elements of the 34th to one of the nuclear plants in a simulated
attack training evolution where a base of operations and area of
reconnaissance command and control are established,” said 34th Recon
NCO SSG David Paquette. “Once completed, the training response is
evaluated by FEMA.”
The 34th recently completed a leadership qualification for nuclear
attack preparedness in coordination with the Virginia Department of
Emergency Management, involving Army Guard, CERF-P, Homeland
Response Force (HRF), and local Fire and Police units in determining
the need for federal assistance. Quarterly meetings address the state
of team readiness and any need for additional training based on current
threat levels.
On the “rad” side earlier this year, members of the 34th CST’s survey
team attended training at the Center for Domestic Attack Preparedness
in Nevada to take two classes in radiation detection and sourcing. “With
much of the class attendance comprising civil first responders, we
were able to take advantage of networking opportunities critical to our
operational effectiveness whether in training or real-world situations.”
indicated Survey Team Chief, SSG Dustin Haislip.

2017
• Newport News One City Marathon
• Multi-CST exercise in Lewes, DE
• Special Focus Event, Operation Dawson Storm, WV

Some 2017 Efforts
This Spring, the 34th CST will be participating in a multi-CST/
agency cooperation training evolution in Delaware intended to address
the complexities unique to CBRN attack scenarios stretching over large
multi-state jurisdictions. “Recent training scenarios involving Rapid
Reaction Airlift for Unplanned Events, we coordinated with the 192nd
Fighter Wing, Joint Base Ft. Langley-Eustis, using C-130s, C-17s and
C-5 air assets to provide transport to execute missions,” noted Team
Operations Officer, CPT Young Ethridge. This coming Summer, the 34th
will conduct cooperative training with the VA CERF-P, WV CERF-P and PA
HRF, in support of a Special Focus Event to train the capabilities of force
extraction, decontamination, medical evacuation, and overall command
and control site security.

Humanitarian-Tuned
From a real-world disaster response perspective, this past year,
Soldiers and Airmen from the 34th assisted the West Virginia National
Guard’s 35th CST with the collection, data entry, and transport of water
samples for evaluation as part of an ongoing water sampling operation
for identifying unknown chemical or biological agents to help West
Virginia officials evaluate the quality of water after a chemical spill
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TECH UPDATE

High Tech Border I.D.
Unisys Corporation, a prominent
international information technology
supplier, has announced it was awarded
a contract by U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP), part of the Department
of Homeland Security, to modernize the
agency’s technology for identifying people
and vehicles entering and exiting the U.S.
The Integrated Traveler Initiatives (ITI)
contract, awarded as a task order under
the Department of Homeland Security’s
EAGLE II contract, includes a base plus
four option years. The new ITI contract
represents the next iteration of CBP’s Land
Border Integration (LBI) project, awarded
to Unisys in 2010.
Under the new contract, Unisys will
provide uninterrupted technical support
for the LBI technology currently deployed
at CBP’s ports of entry. Unisys will work
with CBP to explore and implement

new ways to maintain, enhance and
refresh existing border security systems
as well as develop and deploy new
technical solutions to satisfy emerging
requirements.
The program seeks to reduce
processing and wait times for travelers
crossing the U.S. border as well as
provide greater flexibility to CBP border
agents through the increased use of
mobile devices. CBP also is considering
innovations such as automated
measurement and reporting of commercial
vehicle and traveler wait times.
Unisys previously worked with CBP
throughout the term of the LBI contract
to secure the nation’s ports of entry, using
automated license plate reader technology
to screen vehicles crossing the border,
as well as radio frequency identification
(RFID) technology to confirm citizenship

and identity of travelers with RFID-enabled
travel documents.
With the award of the ITI contract,
Unisys can continue to work with CBP
on new and innovative border protection
solutions.
“Unisys is proud to have CBP’s trust
in support of this critical mission, and
we are excited for the opportunity to
continue providing proven border security
technology to CBP and to enhance the
country’s border security while increasing
efficiency and reducing traveler wait
times,” said Amy Rall, group vice president
for the Department of Homeland Security
practice at Unisys Federal. “By taking
advantage of advances in biometrics,
cybersecurity and data analytics, CBP can
make our borders even safer.”
More info: unisys.com

THE KNOWLEDGE FOUNDATION’S THIRD ANNUAL
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June 26-29, 2017 | Alexandria, VA
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Biodetection Technologies:
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Biosurveillance Integration
INTEGRATED MANAGEMENT OF THREATS
TO PUBLIC HEALTH & SAFETY
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Sample Prep Technologies
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Defense Transportation Cybersecurity Award

Improved Cargo Scanning

Cubic Corporation, global supplier of defense transportation
systems, has recently announced that its subsidiary GATR
Technologies (GATR) has received the Most Innovative New Product
(MIP) Award in the Defense, Transportation and Cybersecurity
category at the 2016 CONNECT MIP Awards that took place at
an awards ceremony on Dec. 1, in San Diego. In its 29th year, the
annual awards program continues its tradition of honoring San
Diego’s leaders of innovation and groundbreaking new products
launched in the last year.
GATR is the only provider of inflatable satellite communication
(SATCOM) antenna solutions. GATR’s inflatable antenna technology
offers tremendous operational and affordability advantages as the
antennas are designed for extreme portability, reliability and ease
of setup, even in extreme environments. The antennas can be air
dropped to a military unit or transported as commercial baggage,
which is a competitive edge that supports the effectiveness of
expeditionary missions. With GATR’s portable antennas, customers
can now set up communication in less than 60 minutes, without the
need of special tools.
More than 110 companies competed in the rigorous, fourmonth judging process, with a total of only ten winners awarded
in categories including: Bluetech; Cleantech Sustainability &
Energy; Defense Transportation & Cybersecurity; Information
Communication Technologies; Life Science Diagnostics & Research
Tools; Medical Devices; Pharmaceutical Drugs & Biologic Therapies;
Robotics & Unmanned Vehicles; Software Digital Media & Mobile
Apps; and Sport & Active Lifestyle Technologies.

Leidos, Inc., a global science and technology solutions
company, received a delivery order by the U.S. Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), Customs and Border Protection
(CBP), to supply cargo and vehicle scanning systems, as
well as provide optional training and maintenance to help
CBP officers identify illegal materials while facilitating
international trade. This order has a 30-month base period
of performance and an option period of up to 10 years of
maintenance from the final acceptance of the final unit. If all
options are exercised, the total value is approximately $66
million.
Through this delivery order, Leidos will deliver 22 of the
VACIS M6500 scanners, a non-intrusive medium energy mobile
scanner, to CBP ports of entry across the United States. The
VACIS M6500 scanners enable CBP to perform effective and
efficient non-intrusive inspection of conveyances, including
trailer trucks, pallets, trailer-mounted cargo containers and
other vehicles for contraband such as illicit drugs, terrorist
weapons and currency.
“Given that CBP screens more than 67,000 cargo
containers each day, it is imperative that incoming cargo and
vehicles are quickly evaluated with a high level of scrutiny,”
said Scott Gray, senior vice president of Homeland Security
Solutions at Leidos. “The VACIS M6500 scanners and support
we offer will enable CBP field officers to accurately identify
dangerous materials while continuing to support the efficient
flow of legal goods and people across U.S. borders.”

More info: cubic.com

More info: leidos.com

Criminal Prosecution Software Upgrade
Tyler Technologies, Inc. signed an agreement with Oregon’s
Multnomah County District Attorney’s (MCDA) Office for Tyler’s
Odyssey Attorney Manager™ solution to help manage its caseload
and increase overall efficiency in prosecuting offenders who
commit state and local criminal law violations in Multnomah
County, Oregon.
The MCDA was seeking to replace its legacy case management
systems with a modern solution that would enable its staff of 250
to gain real-time access to critical case information and manage
its growing caseload across six locations. The MCDA wanted
a solution that would promote greater accuracy and provide
validation of data when handling its estimated 30,000 annual
adult felony and misdemeanor crimes as well as all juvenile
matters. In addition, it wanted to be able to electronically file
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documents with the courts and achieve faster data exchange with
law enforcement agencies. Odyssey Attorney Manager allows
prosecutors to create and maintain charging documents and
decisions, as well as protective orders and confidential victim
information, all in a secure environment.
The agreement includes software licenses, related professional
services, maintenance and support. Odyssey is part of the multiagency Tyler Alliance initiative, all parties benefit from simplified
and robust data sharing and streamlined workflows. This will
allow the DA and courts to eliminate duplicate data entry and
easily access information such as hearing schedules, warrants
and party data while maintaining separate, secure databases.
More info: tylertech.com
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SUPPORTING THOSE
WHO PROTECT
Security & Border Protection had the recent pleasure of
speaking with Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA), member of the Homeland
Security & Governmental Affairs Committee in the 114th Congress,
regarding her efforts to ensure that those tasked with maintaining
vigilance over American societal protections from threats both
domestic and foreign have the best means with which to do so.
Interview conducted by S&BP Editor Kevin Hunter
S&BP: Please discuss your position as a member of the Senate
Homeland Security Committee, and the issues you care most about.
Sen. Ernst: As a United States Senator and a member of the Homeland
Security & Governmental Affairs Committee (HSGAC), I believe that
protecting Americans from threats – both foreign and domestic –
should be our top priority. As we learned from the tragic events of
September 11, 2001, and continue to be reminded of by ISIS-led or
inspired terrorist attacks around the world today, we must remain
vigilant in defending our citizens and their freedoms.
Accordingly, it is vital that we provide our military and law enforcement officials with the tools they need to protect Americans from
potential threats. I believe we must also secure our borders in order
to ensure that anyone entering our country is doing so in accordance
with the law. In addition to illegal immigration, the law enforcement
personnel stationed on our borders must confront drug smuggling,
human trafficking, and the threat of terrorism on a day-to-day basis.
More must be done to fully secure our borders and ensure the integrity
of our immigration system, prevent the exploitation of children, protect
our nation against terrorism, and stop criminal drug rings.
S&BP: What legislation have you passed or are you currently working
on to ensure first responders are adequately provided with the tools
they need?
Sen. Ernst: Our nation’s first responders accept and perform their
duties heroically and without second thought to their own personal
safety in order to protect others in danger. Regardless of the situation
they are responding to, first responders deserve our full support to
ensure they can perform their duties. In the midst of tragedy, we
continue to see the best of the American people in our first responders.
To that end, earlier this year I was pleased to support the Comprehensive Addiction and Recovery Act (CARA), which became law in July
2016. Importantly, CARA promotes education and prevention of opioid
abuse in our communities. It also offers opportunities to train first
responders in using drugs designed to reverse an opioid overdose. Furthermore, I was proud to cosponsor the Railroad Emergency Services
Preparedness, Operational Needs, and Safety Evaluation (RESPONSE)
Act. This bill would establish a council to evaluate the current training methods, response plans and overall strategies used by our first
responders when they are faced with railroad hazardous materials
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Senator Joni Ernst (R-IA)
Homeland Security & Governmental Affairs Committee
in the 114th Congress
incidents. The findings and recommendations would then be reported
to Congress so we can act. We must make sure our first responders
have the best training and equipment possible to better protect them
as well as our communities.
Additionally, I am a supporter of the 21st Century Cures Act which,
among other things, would assist in equipping law enforcement with
needed training and resources to respond to mental health crises.
S&BP: Where do you see the biggest areas for improvement on our
borders?
Sen. Ernst: I believe it is vitally important that the government
enforce the laws in place that are designed to protect our borders
and prevent the illegal entry of persons, drugs, and weapons into our
country. The sheer size of our northern and southern borders makes
this a difficult task, but hundreds of miles of fencing, thousands of
border security agents, and sophisticated technology all contribute
to making our borders more safe and secure. As a member of HSGAC,
I have participated in several hearings on both the northern and
southern borders and engaged frequently with administration officials
on the issue of border security. Though I appreciate the service and
dedication of our Border Patrol agents, we can and should do more to
ensure our borders are secure.
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During this Congress alone, HSGAC has
conducted 18 hearings on the issue of border
security. The findings of these hearings led to
HSGAC publishing a 100-page report titled “The
State of America’s Border Security.” The report
found that despite spending more than $100
billion over the last decade to fund security
measures along our borders, they are still not
secure. To move us in the right direction of
securing our border, we must identify individual problems and solutions on a step-by-step
basis. Some of these solutions listed in the
report include, but are certainly not limited to:
Require adequate metrics to measure border security across all U.S. borders – land,
air, and sea – with appropriate oversight and
transparency.
Ensure sufficient safeguards are in place in During a Senate Agriculture Nutrition, and Forestry Subcommittee on Rural Development and Energy hearing, Chairman Joni
both the U.S. Refugee Resettlement Program Ernst stressed the need to examine rural development programs and regulations to ensure they are effective and efficient.
and Visa Waiver Program.
S&BP: What is the Homeland Security Committee doing to address
Provide and maintain adequate manpower on our borders and
drug-trafficking and homegrown extremism?
satisfy hard to fill vacancies at our ports of entry.
Complete the Congressionally-mandated fencing requirement
Sen. Ernst: Border officials have estimated that we are interdicting
along the southwest border and understand our country’s fencing
only about 5-10 percent of drugs crossing our land borders and 11-18
needs and other border security assets to determine what more is
percent of drugs crossing our maritime borders. Drug trafficking
necessary.
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2016 with my support – equips local law
enforcement, health care stakeholders, and
other community organizations with the tools
they need to engage in the battle against
drug abuse. In addition to securing our border
and addressing the demand for drugs in our
country with legislation such as CARA, I have
also worked to prevent drug trafficking by
nontraditional means. In September 2016,
I joined 9 of my fellow Senators in writing
to Secretary of State John Kerry regarding
the problems of dangerous synthetic drugs
entering the United States due to weaknesses
in international mail security standards.
HSGAC has held a number of hearings
to help define and identify best practices
for countering violent extremism (“CVE”).
Based on what we have learned, members of
the Committee have authored and advanced
U.S. Senator Joni Ernst with 11th Commander of U.S. Special Operations Command, Army General Raymond A. Thomas III.
legislation to do just that. Such legislation
includes a bill passed unanimously out of
Committee that authorized a new office within the Department of
and drug use have a major impact on the United States. In 2014,
Homeland Security dedicated to CVE. Moreover, in February 2016,
there were an estimated 27 million illicit drug users in the United
I joined Chairman Ron Johnson (R-WI) and Senator Cory Booker
States. According to DEA’s 2015 Drug Threat Assessment, drug
(D-NJ) in introducing the Combat Terrorist Use of Social Media Act of
overdose deaths are the leading cause of injury death in the United
2016. This bipartisan legislation would require the Administration to
States. As noted above, the CARA – which became law in July
report on terrorists’ use of social media and prepare a comprehensive
strategy to counter it. Unfortunately, in October 2016, the Obama
Administration released an updated CVE implementation plan that
continued its failure to date to develop a comprehensive strategy to
counter terrorists’ use of social media to spread violent extremism.
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S&BP: Do you see chances for greater cooperation in the future among
first responders from different regions of the country?
Sen. Ernst: It is important that first responders around the country
have the appropriate tools for communicating with one another
when emergencies occur. As a start, last year Congress passed and
the President signed into law the Department of Homeland Security
Interoperable Communications Act to require the Department of
Homeland Security (DHS) to develop a strategy to achieve interoperable
communications capabilities throughout DHS. We will continue to look
for opportunities to assist state and local first responders in improving
cooperation and communication in a way that appropriately accounts
for the unique challenges and circumstances faced by first responders
around the country.
S&BP: How have your own experiences in the military informed your
decisions and experiences on the committee?
Sen. Ernst: For two decades, I proudly wore our nation’s uniform in the
Army Reserves and Iowa Army National Guard, and I am now proud to
serve the people of Iowa in the United States Senate. In these roles,
I swore an oath to support and defend the Constitution of the United
States of America. Today, in my position as a member of HSGAC and
the Senate Armed Services Committee, I make sure to do everything I
can to ensure that those who defend the Constitution with their blood,
sweat, and tears are properly supported and provided with the tools
they need to preserve our values and protect our way of life.
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CAPABILITIES SPOTLIGHT INCIDENT RESPONSE COMMUNICATIONS

SYNCING PRECISION RESPONSE
FOR

Without compromising the security of the military network, Disaster Incident Response Emergency Communications Terminal (DIRECT) leverages the Army National Guard’s (ARNG) organic
Warfighter Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T) tactical communications network to provide Commercial 4G/Wi-Fi, commercial phone and internet access, and the ability to connect all the
different types of radios that various responders bring to an incident site. This ARNG WIN-T Satellite Transportable Terminal (left) Joint Network Node (right) are seen here on Aug. 18, 2016 at
Georgetown, Del. (U.S. Army photo by Amy Walker, PEO C3T Public Affairs)

The U.S. Army is teaming with the Army National Guard to implement a new tool suite for
streamlining interagency disaster response communications.
By Amy Walker, PEO C3T Public Affairs
When homeland disasters strike, such as hurricanes, wildfires, or
even terrorist attacks, or during civil support for such events as the
presidential inauguration, signal units from the National Guard provide
critical interagency communications services to improve both speed
and effectiveness of response.
To significantly enhance communications support capability, the
Army is preparing to field the Disaster Incident Response Emergency
Communications Terminal (DIRECT) tool suite to the Army National
Guard (ARNG). DIRECT links first responders and emergency managers
with state and federal authorities, during natural disasters, emergency
and civil support operations.
“Interagency interoperability is vital to avoid situations like you
had in 9/11, where all the different agencies with their different
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communication devices were not able to talk to each other,” said Sgt.
Jose Gonzales, transmission team squad leader for the Maryland
(MD) ARNG 2nd Platoon, 629th Network Support Company. “Response
may have happened a lot faster if they could talk to each other -- the
fire department communicating with the police department and with
National Guard units nearby etc. With the DIRECT equipment, everyone
is able to communicate [simultaneously]; it makes everyone’s job a lot
easier and it lessens needless problems and dangers.”

Leveraging Established Capability
Without compromising the security of the military network, DIRECT
leverages the Army’s organic Warfighter Information Network-Tactical
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CAPABILITIES SPOTLIGHT INCIDENT RESPONSE COMMUNICATIONS
Soldiers from the Maryland Army National Guard train on Commercial 4G LTE and
Commercial Wi-Fi capabilities that are part of the soon to be fielded Disaster Incident
Response Emergency Communications Terminal (DIRECT) tool kit. (U.S. Army photo
by Maj. Adrian Smith, PM WIN-T)

(WIN-T) tactical communications network to provide commercial 4G
and Wi-Fi, commercial phone and internet access, and the ability to
connect all the different types of radios that various responders bring
to an incident site. The system also enables interconnection between
cell phones, internet telephones, military and first responder radios for
seamless collaboration.
“WIN-T is a very robust network that enables joint and coalition
forces to communicate all around the world, and the DIRECT system
leverages that advanced military technology and infrastructure
to enable Guardsmen to provide reliable communications to first
responders and other agencies in the most critical domestic situations,”
said Lt. Col. Mark Henderson, product manager for WIN-T Increment 1,
which manages the DIRECT program for the Army and the ARNG.
In November, the Army conducted a DIRECT pilot in Towson and
Reisterstown, Maryland (Md.), supported by MD ARNG Soldiers from
Headquarters and Headquarters Company (HHC) 1st Battalion, 175th
Infantry Regiment and the 629th Network Support Company (NSC).
The primary purpose of the pilot was to provide training on the DIRECT
equipment and allow Soldiers to operate the equipment and provide
feedback to the WIN-T INC 1 program office ahead of future fielding.
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Expected Test and Fielding
The Army is scheduled to begin fielding the DIRECT tool suite in
fiscal year 2017 to all states and territories with a National Guard
presence. The system will be fielded in correlation with the WIN-T
Increment 1 technical refresh upgrades already scheduled, taking
advantage of facilities and resources that are already being used for
added efficiencies and to minimize unit disruption.
The MD ARNG is the second Guard unit to participate in an Army
pilot for DIRECT, following a pilot in August with the Delaware ARNG.
“Events like these help us to identify gaps and align resources
early, enabling us to field the best possible capability to the Guard and
to develop mitigation strategies that can be implemented in the event
that we need to respond to a real-world situation,” said Maj. Adrian
Smith, DIRECT product lead for PM WIN-T INC 1.
During the pilot, Soldiers successfully operated all of the equipment,
and they were able to integrate and provide communication services
to both the Baltimore County Police Department and one of the state
emergency operation centers.
“In the past we have not had this [level of] communication between
agencies, which caused breakdowns in commands coming from the
top down, impacting whatever situation or process we were dealing
with,” said Alex Arthur, Police Officer, 1st Class, of the Baltimore
County Police Department in Md. “This will speed things up for all of
the agencies involved; they can all communicate together at the same
level.”
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The Army held a Disaster Incident Response Emergency Communications Terminal
(DIRECT) pilot in Georgetown, Del., supported by the Delaware Army National Guard
(ARNG) 198th Expeditionary Signal Battalion (ESB), 261st Theater Tactical Signal Brigade.
Maj. Adrian Smith (right), DIRECT project lead for the Army’s Project Manager Warfighter
Information Network-Tactical INC 1, makes a Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) call to
Brig. Gen. James Begley, director National Guard Bureau (NGB) Joint Staff J2 /J6 and chief
information officer (center), who was on a radio during the Army’s DIRECT pilot. (U.S. Army
photo by Amy Walker, PEO C3T Public Affairs)

Multi-directional Reach
Not only does DIRECT provide interagency communications
throughout the incident site, but the robust WIN-T network also enables
reach back capabilities so first responders can benefit from the knowledge
and leadership of subject matter experts located anywhere in the world.
“We learned how to conduct video and voice conferences with the
phones and radios,” said Pfc. Stephanie Byers, radio manager for the
Maryland ARNG 58th Expeditionary Military Intelligence Brigade. “My
instructor was just saying that a medical team was able to watch a live
surgery through this technology. At a disaster site they could link to a
hospital and know exactly what to do.”
DIRECT will replace the legacy Army National Guard Joint Incident
Site Communication Capability (JISCC). Although JISCC aided first
responder communications, it did not enable the military and first
responders to directly communicate over the Army’s extensive WIN-T
satellite–based network, which enables mission command and voice,
video and data communications anywhere in the world without need
of static infrastructure.
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The Army is preparing to field the Disaster Incident Response Emergency Communications
Terminal (DIRECT) tool suite to the Army National Guard to significantly enhance its
communications support capability during homeland disasters. DIRECT links local first
responders and emergency managers with state and federal authorities, even when cell
towers or cable and phone lines have been overloaded or destroyed as they were in the
wake of Hurricane Katrina seen here. (U.S. Coast Guard photograph by Petty Officer 2nd
Class Kyle Niemi)

Enhanced Comms Forward
“Robustness is probably the biggest improvement over JISCC,” said
Maj. William Petry, SC/G6 (CIO) for the MD ARNG and deputy J6 for
the Maryland NG. “DIRECT also comes with a sustainment tail so it is
supported by big Army. It already has a pre-established infrastructure,
it is quicker to set up, less hassle and is more durable and it has a lot
more features with less moving parts. It also seems like it is easily
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scalable, not as difficult to add new people in and to make things
happen quicker.”
Both Soldiers and first responders at the DIRECT pilot in Maryland
agreed that this technology could help alleviate the miscommunication
experienced in the past during disaster response incidents like
Hurricane Katrina and 9/11.
“DIRECT will definitely alleviate manpower and logistics, and help
band us together with the other agencies,” said Spc. Cameron Harrison
from 629th NSC transmission team. “When the Guard gets called up for
support, now we can crossband between the cell phones and radios on
both the military and civilian sides. What needs to be done, and where
it needs to be done, will be more universally communicated.”
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